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MACAWS, COCKATOOS,
AMAZON PARROTS

Domestic bred and imported birds.

Laparascoped sexed birds
also available.

All sizes and types of wrought iron
cages and training stands.

Distributors for ABBA
complete seed diets.

Open 9 to 5, 7 days a week.
Retail and Wholesale.

(216) 439·5106
"We train both the bird and you so

that you feel completely comfortable
before taking the bird home."

Dave and Rose D'isidoro

Wickett & Sons,

;
~ Exotic Birds

1180 N. 2nd
Jefferson, OR

97352

Wholesale Only

Parrots. Macaws
Conures • Finches

Cockatoos
Cockatiels
Parakeets
Tame Birds

Sexed Pairs

WE BUY BIRDS
Call or write for
current prices

(503)327-2281
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Among the important aspects to con
sider when you're hoping to breed par
rot type birds are: making sure you have
a true pair, a good nutritional diet, a
healthy bird, and the age of the bird.
While there are other factors involved,
these are among the most important.
While quite a few articles have been
written lately about the first three
aspects, the age ofthe bird is often not
given enough consideration.

Individuals often pay for the sexing
of their birds to guarantee they have a
true pair. While this is an excellent idea,
you should be able to get more informa
tion from the procedure if you will just
ask the examiner. For example: Do the
sex organs look normal? Is the bird sex
ually mature or is it immature? Know
ing these three aspects will help you
decide if this bird will be useful in a
breeding program or whether it is of
appropriate age.

Another important consideration is
whether the bird has just come through
quarantine. The process of being
caught, imported, caged, and moved
around is very stressful for the bird.
When people go from one culture to
another they often experience what is
known as "culture shock," and for
awhile find some aspects of coping dif
ficult. When we look at quarantined
birds we need to realize that not only
are they being moved from one culture
(environment) to another, but probably
being caged for the first time. One can
see how these changes could disturb the
bird for a time period. While there is no
hard rule on how long it will take a bird
to settle down, a two year settling down
period seems appropriate. Of course,
one needs to realize that each pair of
birds is different and the time period has
flexibility. One also needs to keep in

mind that the two birds need to be sex
ually mature. Related to this stress
factor is the amount of commotion oc
curring around the bird's breeding area.
As a rule, the less commotion the better
your chances of the birds deciding to do
some serious breeding.

So how old does a bird need to be
before it will breed? This, of course,
depends on the type of bird we're talk
ing about. Parakeets seem to mature the
quickest of the hookbill type of birds.
Here there seems to be two schools of
thought. Those individuals who breed
parakeets commercially often start the
birds breeding when they are five to six
months old. Those who breed para
keets more for quality and show
typically wait till the bird is a year old.
While it may make sense that the extra
time is beneficial to the bird, there does
not seem to be any solid research
behind this. One must realize that there
are other factors involved. The biggest
of these is that commercial breeders of
parakeets often do not limit their
stock to two or three clutches a year.
This continuous breeding eventually
wears down the quality of babies
produced.

Love birds and cockatiels will typi
cally start to breed when they are
between nine months old and a year
and-a-half old. Generally, on most
hookbill type birds the first attempt at
breeding may not be the most success
ful. Ifsome ofthe eggs hatch one should
consider this a success. The pair is likely
to do better the next time around.

With medium size hookbills, such as
Indian ringnecks, one usually has to
wait even longer. Ringnecks typically
take two years before one is able to sex
them visually. The males develop the



Andrew Isles
Natural History Books

147 Greville Street, Prahran,

Victoria 3181, Australia. Phone: (03) 515750
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BUY SELL TRADE

FORSHAW, Joseph M. Parrots of the World, second
(revised) edition, Melbourne, 1981. $65

Freight extra, major credit cards accepted.
All enquiries welcome. Booklist No.7.

"Aviculture" now available.

Write or call for up-to-date price list.

Breeding age adults and babies available.
Consultations on breeding, and building aviaries.

JOE EMGE
1552 E. CONCORD, ORANGE, CA 92667

(714) 998·1445

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT.

LORIES
Blue streaked
Black
Red Moluccan
Rainbow
Chattering and many more

COCKATOOS
Moluccan
Citron
Umbrella
Lesser sulfur-crested

MACAWS
Severe
Yellow collared
Blue & gold

·Scarlet
·Hyacinth
Green wings

AMAZONS
Blue fronted
Red head
Yellow headed
Red lored
Yellow napes

We specialise in new and antiquarian books on natural his
tory and aviculture and can offer the following-

FORSHAW, Joseph M. and COOPER, William T., Australian
Parrots, two volumes. Melbourne: Lansdowne, 1980. $950

Collector's issue, limited to 1,000, and out of print.

TRADE EDITION, Australian Parrots. $75

We cater to breeders

FINCHES
Many varieties, COCKATIELS
call for information Pied
and quantity price. Normal

·SPECIALTIES Call for our monthly specials.

ring around their necks at this time.
Looking at the two year rule of thumb
for aspecies like this, one might wonder
which is better to do: 1) buy sexually
mature birds and wait two years, or
2) buy young birds and wait two years
for them to develop. While it may look
like a toss-up (and probably is) there are
points to consider on each side. First,
you cannot visually sex immature males
from females (both lack the ring around
the neck) when looking over a lot ofim
ported ringnecks. Of course, you're no
better at visually sexing what you know
are immature birds. One advantage in
getting domestically raised birds is that
they have probably been raised on a diet
close to the one you will be providing
them. Also, domestically raised birds
are less frightened of humans.

The larger hookbills, like cockatoos
and macaws, are typically around five
years old before they become sexually
mature. Since a large portion of these
birds are imported, they seem to breed
better the less humans bother them. A
general rule of thumb is the bigger the
bird the longer it will take to become
sexually mature. In my opinion, if
you're purchasing medium to large
hookbills and not willing to wait at least
two years, you will probably become
impatient with your birds and abandon
the bird hobby soon.

Ifyou like success, you need to keep
with the more common breeding hook
bills - parakeets, cockatiels, and love
birds. However, if you like a challenge
and have a lot ofpatience, take a look at
the larger hookbills or those with a
poorer breeding record. Just keep in
mind that in this experience you're
waiting on the bird's time table and not
visa versa.•
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